Completeness of notification of tuberculosis in The Netherlands: how reliable is record-linkage and capture–recapture analysis?
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SUMMARY

The aim of this study was to describe a systematic process of record-linkage, cross-validation, case-ascertainment and capture–recapture analysis to assess the quality of tuberculosis registers and to estimate the completeness of notification of incident tuberculosis cases in The Netherlands in 1998. After record-linkage and cross-validation 1499 tuberculosis patients were identified, of whom 1298 were notified, resulting in an observed under-notification of 13.4%. After adjustment for possible imperfect record-linkage and remaining false-positive hospital cases observed under-notification was 7.3%. Log-linear capture–recapture analysis initially estimated a total number of 2053 (95% CI 1871–2443) tuberculosis cases, resulting in an estimated under-notification of 36.8%. After adjustment for possible imperfect record-linkage and remaining false-positive hospital cases various capture–recapture models estimated under-notification at 13.6%. One of the reasons for the higher than expected estimated under-notification in a country with a well-organized system of tuberculosis control might be that some tuberculosis cases, e.g. extrapulmonary tuberculosis, are managed by clinicians less familiar with notification of infectious diseases. This study demonstrates the possible impact of violation of assumptions underlying capture–recapture analysis, especially the perfect record-linkage, perfect positive predictive value and absent three-way interaction assumptions.

INTRODUCTION

Surveillance of infectious diseases, including tuberculosis, is vital for public health. Mandatory notification is one of the mechanisms to carry out such surveillance but can be contaminated by false-positive cases while true-positive cases may be missed [1, 2]. For correct interpretation of tuberculosis figures and the longitudinal trends therein the quality of tuberculosis registers and the completeness of notification should be assessed [3].
Of importance in this assessment is record-linkage, i.e. comparing patient data across registers. Record-linkage not only improves completeness of registration but cross-validation with other registers also improves the quality of the data [3, 4]. In The Netherlands multiple tuberculosis registers are available. Completeness of notification and other registers can then be assessed relative to the case ascertainment, i.e. the total number of patients observed in at least one register, or relative to an estimated number of patients through capture-recapture analysis. Based on certain assumptions capture-recapture methods use information on the overlap between registers to estimate the number of cases unknown to all registers and thus the estimated total number of cases [5]. The preferred capture-recapture method entails log-linear modelling of at least three linked registers, less compromised by possible violation of the underlying assumptions compared to capture-recapture analysis based on two linked registers [6–9]. Capture-recapture analysis has been used to assess the completeness of notification and other registers of various infectious diseases [10], including tuberculosis [11–15].

The primary objective of this study is to describe a systematic process of record-linkage of different tuberculosis registers, cross-validation, case ascertainment and capture-recapture estimation of incident tuberculosis cases in The Netherlands in 1998. The secondary objective is to assess the completeness of tuberculosis notification. Under-notification was expected to be low in a country with a well-organized system of tuberculosis control and with a previous estimate of 8% between 1995 and 1998 [16].

METHODS

Permission for this study was obtained from the Medical Ethics Committee of the Erasmus Medical Centre in Rotterdam and the data protection committees of the tuberculosis registrations.

Data sources and patient identifiers

Three registers of tuberculosis cases in The Netherlands in 1998 were examined:

(1) Patients notified by tuberculosis physicians to the Register of Notifiable Infectious Diseases of the Health Care Inspectorate (Notification).

(2) Patients with a positive culture for Mycobacterium tuberculosis complex known to the Mycobacteria Reference Unit at the National Institute for Public Health and the Environment (Laboratory).

(3) Hospitalized patients recorded by the National Morbidity Registration with an International Code for Diseases (ICD-9) for active tuberculosis (ICD-9 codes 010–018) (Hospital).

Duplicate entries in each register and laboratory contamination records were deleted. Three other tuberculosis-related registers used for cross-validation (exclusion of false-positive tuberculosis cases or verification of assumed true-positive tuberculosis patients among non-culture-confirmed tuberculosis cases) or acquisition of additional patient variables, will be discussed later. For each patient date of birth, postal code, sex, and date of notification, first culture sample or hospital admission were collected as personal identifiers to be used in all record-linkage procedures.

Study year

The reference year chosen was 1998 as from 1 April 1999 only the year of birth is recorded among the mandatory notification data, effectively ruling out reliable record-linkage between the Notification and other registers [17]. Patients with a date of notification, hospital admission or culture sampling (in order of primacy) between 1 January 1998 and 1 January 1999 were included. To correct for misclassification due to late notification or positive bacteriological results, all three registers were examined between 1 July 1997 and 1 July 1999.

Case-definition

Tuberculosis cases are defined as all observed (by notification, culture confirmation or hospital admission) and unobserved cases of active tuberculosis (excluding Mycobacterium bovis BCG infection). Culture-confirmed patients are assumed true-positive tuberculosis patients.

Record-linkage

Record-linkage was performed manually using the patient identifiers and proximity of date of notification, first culture sample or hospital admission. First the Notification and Laboratory registers were linked. For perfect linkage all patient identifiers should be identical and date of notification and first culture sample should differ by <1 month. To avoid misclassification of near links with a minor
discrepancy in one of the identifiers, e.g. due to clerical errors such as typing mistakes, near links and cases with a date difference of >1 month were checked using the surname of the patient. Since the researchers did not know the patients’ names due to privacy regulations, a ‘trusted third party’ ascertained match or mismatch. Finally, the Hospital register was linked to the two other registers, using human judgement and consensus in case of near links.

Cross-validation of cases and collection of additional variables

To improve the positive predictive value of the linked tuberculosis registers, non-culture-confirmed cases were examined through record-linkage with three tuberculosis-related datasets in The Netherlands. Cross-validation was conducted in four steps. First, cases with disease actually caused by non-tuberculous mycobacteria (NTM) were identified and excluded through record-linkage with the national register for NTM cultures at the Mycobacteria Reference Unit, after a representative check in a large regional laboratory demonstrated that 80% (143/179) of the local NTM isolates could be found in the national NTM register. Second, patients later diagnosed with disease other than tuberculosis or NTM were identified and excluded through record-linkage with a dataset of such patients secondary to The Netherlands Tuberculosis Register (NTR), an extensive system of voluntary reporting by tuberculosis physicians [18]. Third, non-culture-confirmed patients possibly diagnosed by histopathology examination were verified through the Pathological Anatomy Laboratory Computerized Archive (PALGA), the nationwide network and registry of histopathology and cytopathology results in The Netherlands. Excerpts of the histopathology reports of linked patients were reviewed by a pathologist and cases with inconsistent results discarded. Finally, the total set of linked tuberculosis registers was linked to the NTR for verification of the remaining non-culture-confirmed tuberculosis patients and collection of additional variables for cases in any of the linked registers: nationality (Dutch, non-Dutch), location of tuberculosis (pulmonary, extrapulmonary) and infectiousness (sputum smear-positive, sputum smear-negative). Although more complete in data the NTR was expected to have a complete overlap with the Notification register (both registers are maintained by the same tuberculosis physicians) and was deliberately used for the purpose of validation of the conventional notification, laboratory and hospital tuberculosis registers [3].

Case ascertainment, capture–recapture analysis and observed and estimated register-specific coverage rates

The total and stratified observed register-specific coverage rates are defined as the number of tuberculosis patients in each register divided by the total or stratified case ascertainment, expressed as percentage.

The total number of unobserved tuberculosis cases was estimated on the basis of the cross-validated distribution of the observed cases over the Notification, Laboratory and Hospital registers. The independence of registers and other assumptions underlying capture–recapture analysis have been described previously [10]. Interdependencies between the three tuberculosis registers are probable, causing possible bias in two-source capture–recapture estimates. Three-source log-linear capture–recapture analysis was employed to take possible interdependencies into account [12, 15]. Estimated register-specific coverage rates are defined as the number of tuberculosis patients in each register divided by the estimated total number of tuberculosis patients by capture–recapture analysis.

RESULTS

Table 1 shows the initial number of cases, the number of cases excluded from the study before and after record-linkage and the final number of cases in the three tuberculosis registers in The Netherlands in 1998. The hospital admission of 12 cases in 1997 and eight cases in 1999, all notified in 1998, was included in the data.

Among the 295 near links between the Notification and Laboratory registers, the ‘trusted third party’ confirmed 267 candidate pairs as true links. Among the confirmed links, 133 candidate pairs had administrative discrepancies, predominantly (63.8%) in the postal code.

Record-linkage of all 537 non-culture-confirmed cases to the NTM register and the subset of the NTR revealed that despite NTM infection or any other diagnosis than tuberculosis 26 out of 426 non-culture-confirmed cases on the Notification register (6.1%) were not de-notified and 25 out of 217 non-culture-confirmed cases on the Hospital register (11.5%) were still recorded with an ICD-9 tuberculosis code. Figure 1 shows the distribution of the final
Table 1. The initial number of cases, the number of cases excluded from the study before and after record-linkage and the final number of cases in the three tuberculosis registers in The Netherlands in 1998

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Patients initially found in the different tuberculosis registers in The Netherlands</th>
<th>Notification</th>
<th>Laboratory</th>
<th>Hospital</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Patients excluded from the analysis</td>
<td>1334</td>
<td>1074</td>
<td>658</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Patients lost during matching process</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Duplicate entry laboratory register</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Duplicate entry notification register</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Laboratory contamination</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>19</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Culture of Mycobacterium bovis BCG</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>14</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Subtotal before record linkage</td>
<td>1324</td>
<td>1040</td>
<td>655</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Patients with a laboratory sample date in 1998 but notified in 1997</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Patients with a laboratory sample date in 1998 but notified in 1999</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>29</td>
<td>6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Patients only known to the hospital in 1998 but notified in 1997</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Patients only known to the hospital in 1998 but notified in 1999</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Patients not notified with a laboratory sample date in 1998 but admitted to the hospital in 1999</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Patients with initial tuberculosis notification in 1998 but diagnosis later withdrawn because of non-tuberculous mycobacteria ((n = 35); 7 patients appear in both registers)</td>
<td>19</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>23</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Patients with initial tuberculosis notification in 1998 but diagnosis later withdrawn because of other reasons than non-tuberculous mycobacteria</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Patients included in the capture-recapture analysis</td>
<td>1298</td>
<td>1006</td>
<td>610</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Verification through PALGA of the remaining 493 non-culture-confirmed cases in the linked registers identified 117 patients (23.7%) with a histopathology report consistent with active tuberculosis. Verification through the NTR identified 385 patients (78.1%). Both exercises combined verified 407 patients (82.6%). Figure 2 shows the distribution of the PALGA- and NTR-verified non-culture-confirmed cases over the three linked tuberculosis registers. In total 94.3% (1413/1499) of all patients were culture confirmed or verified but only 37.6% (35/93) of the unlinked hospital patients.

Record-linkage of patients observed in any of the three linked tuberculosis registers with the NTR resulted in a coverage of 91.1%, 84.7% and 78.9% of the Notification, Laboratory and Hospital registers respectively. Of the 108 culture-confirmed tuberculosis patients not found in the Notification register 38 (35%) were voluntarily reported to the NTR.

The total and stratified observed number of tuberculosis patients and register-specific coverage rates of the three tuberculosis registers are shown in Table 2. Observed completeness of notification, culture confirmation and hospitalization is 86.6%.
The completeness of the Notification register is consistent over the strata, with non-culture-confirmed patients least likely to be notified. The Laboratory and Hospital registers have higher proportions of sputum smear-positive patients and both registers show a trend of culture confirmation and hospitalization increasing with age. If only culture-confirmed or otherwise verified cases were included the verified observed completeness of the Notification register would be 89.9%. The observed and verified observed under-notification is 13.4% and 10.1% respectively. When all 58 non-verified unlinked hospital cases are considered false-positive and the 38 culture-confirmed patients reported to the NTR considered notified, the adjusted observed under-notification is 7.3% (105/1441).

Based on the Akaike Information Criterion (AIC) the log-linear capture–recapture procedure initially selected the saturated model (see Discussion) as the best-fitting model which estimated 554 unobserved tuberculosis cases, resulting in an estimated total number of 2053 (95% confidence interval (CI) 1871–2443) tuberculosis cases. This translates into an estimated completeness of case ascertainment of 73.0% (1499/2053) and estimated register-specific coverage rates of 63.2%, 49.0% and 29.7% for the Notification, Laboratory and Hospital registers respectively. The estimated under-notification is 36.8% (95% CI 30.6–46.9).

After adjustment for the 58 possibly false-positive unlinked hospital cases and the 38 possibly misclassified laboratory patients (Fig. 3) the selected, most parsimonious, log-linear capture–recapture model was the model with two two-way interactions between Notification and Laboratory and between Notification and Hospital. The small likelihood ratio, $G^2$, compared with the number of degrees of freedom (D.F.), shows that this model fits the data well ($G^2=0.053$, D.F. = 2, $P=0.974$, AIC = −3.95) and estimates 1547 (95% CI 1513–1600) tuberculosis patients. The completeness of case ascertainment after adjustment is 93.1% (1441/1547) and the estimated register-specific coverage rates are 86.4%, 65.0% and 35.7% for the Notification, Laboratory and Hospital registers respectively. Adjusted estimated under-notification is 13.6% (95% CI 11.7–16.5).

**DISCUSSION**

**Main findings**

This study shows that, even in a country with a well-organized system of tuberculosis control, record-linkage and cross-validation improve the data quality of tuberculosis registration and case ascertainment. These findings underscore the need for scrutiny of all tuberculosis registers, especially with regard to hospital-based data. Total and verified observed under-notification of tuberculosis in The Netherlands in 1998 was 13.4% and 10.1% respectively. The latter was slightly higher than a previously reported under-notification of 8%. After correction for possibly misclassified laboratory patients and remaining false-positive hospital cases the adjusted observed under-notification of 7.3% is similar to this previous estimate. The 36.8% under-notification estimated by a log-linear capture–recapture model before adjustments were made is highly inconsistent with the prior report. Adjustment for possible misclassification of laboratory patients and remaining false-positive hospital cases had a considerable impact on the log-linear capture–recapture estimate.

**Possible causes of poor data quality**

The quality of the tuberculosis registers is mainly determined by the proportion of administrative discrepancies causing possible record-linkage misclassification (8.6% between Notification and Laboratory)
and the proportion of false-positive cases (8.2% among non-culture-confirmed cases in this study after previous elimination of laboratory contamination records and exclusion of M. bovis BCG isolates).

The majority of administrative discrepancies were found in the postal code. Apart from clerical errors, this could be due for example to frequent transfers of asylum seekers, notification of home address of prisoners vs. laboratory postcode of prison region or assigning a random local postal code to records with missing data in some registers. Patients with a culture of M. bovis BCG were excluded because of an expected low positive predictive value for systemic disease as all were either infants (probably with a post-BCG vaccination abscess) or older males (with probable urological M. bovis BCG instillation).

Despite maximum efforts to eliminate administrative discrepancies and false-positive records, our results still indicate imperfect record-linkage as, assuming a negligible number of lost reports, only 91.1% of all tuberculosis cases in the Notification register could be linked to the NTR. Since tuberculosis physicians report to both registers the expected overlap is 100%. A proportion of the tuberculosis cases in the final dataset not present in the Notification register could be explained by imperfect record-linkage because, remarkably, 38 culture-confirmed but not notified patients were voluntarily reported to the NTR, suggesting notification as well. After adjustment the number of patients in the
Notification register (1336) is almost similar as the number reported by the NTR in 1998 (1341). However, 70 culture-confirmed patients may not have been notified, reflecting the most serious public health aspect of under-notification, i.e. preventing possibly indicated contact investigations around potentially infectious patients.

In almost one-quarter of the non-culture-confirmed patients histopathology examination contributed to the diagnosis of tuberculosis. The majority of these patients were found in the Hospital register which is plausible because histopathology examination is more likely to be performed as part of a diagnostic work-up in patients with extrapulmonary tuberculosis requiring hospital admission. In The Netherlands, the contribution of PALGA to case verification in addition to the NTR was limited.

Despite the availability of additional tuberculosis-related registers, the majority (62.4%) of unlinked hospital cases could not be verified, compared to 7.6% of the unlinked notified cases. Although often used as a third data source in capture-recapture studies on human disease incidence, in the case of tuberculosis the data quality of hospital registers should be judged critically. A local capture-recapture study in the United Kingdom found 27% of all tuberculosis cases in the hospital register to be false-positive and in a regional capture-recapture study in Italy this was as high as 80% among unlinked hospital tuberculosis cases [12, 15].

Limitations

The findings have to be placed in the context of the limitations of this study. The estimated coverage of the tuberculosis registers was based on three-source log-linear capture-recapture models. These models are only valid in the absence of violation of their underlying assumptions: perfect record-linkage (i.e. no misclassification of records), a closed population (i.e. no immigration or emigration in the time period studied) and a homogeneous population (i.e. no subgroups with markedly different probabilities to be observed and re-observed). In two-source capture-recapture methods one must also assume independence between registers [i.e. the probability of being observed in one register is not affected by being (or not being) observed in another]. In the three-source capture-recapture approach dependencies between two registers can be identified and incorporated in the log-linear model [5]. The three-way interaction however, i.e. dependency between all three registers, cannot be incorporated in the model and its absence must be assumed. Nevertheless, violation of this assumption may occur, rendering capture-recapture analysis outcomes less valid. This and other limitations of capture-recapture analysis are described elsewhere in more detail [8, 19–25].

In this study, the possible remaining false-positive cases and violation of the perfect record-linkage assumption have already been discussed. Violation of the closed population assumption is presumably limited as with tuberculosis the opportunities for notification, culture confirmation or hospitalization are largely determined within a short period of time but could result in overestimation of the number of patients. More likely is violation of the absent three-way interaction assumption. Tuberculosis services in The Netherlands are organized around close collaboration between clinicians, microbiologists and public health professionals such as tuberculosis physicians and tuberculosis nurses. Examples of this collaboration are laboratory pre-notification, clinical isolation, contact investigations and referrals, explaining the two two-way interactions identified in the final log-linear capture-recapture model. The initial log-linear capture-recapture model with the best goodness-of-fit was the saturated model, i.e. including all two-way interactions. Violation of the absent three-way interaction assumption, which biased our estimates of the true population size, cannot be ruled out [8, 21, 23, 26]. Also more likely is violation of the homogeneity assumption: age, location of disease and infectiousness, among others, can account for different probabilities of being seen in a tuberculosis register. Although at least as vulnerable as log-linear models to the violation of underlying assumptions, to investigate possible bias as a result of violation of the homogeneity assumption, we have examined the data again with alternative estimators, as described in the capture-recapture analysis literature [8, 27]. These estimators reportedly perform well when compared to log-linear capture-recapture estimates [28], are arguably more robust to violation of the homogeneity assumption [29] and have been used in social sciences to estimate the size of hidden populations such as illicit drug users and homeless persons [29–32]. We applied Chao’s heterogeneity and bias-corrected homogeneity models on the adjusted observed distribution of tuberculosis patients [33–35]. Both models estimate a total of 1545 tuberculosis patients (95% CI 1519–1580), very similar to the log-linear model, with
an estimated case ascertainment of 93.3% (1441/1545) and an estimated under-notification of 13.5% (95% CI 12.0–15.4). The CI of the adjusted log-linear and alternative estimates does not contain the expected value of 8%.

**Improving tuberculosis surveillance systems**

Some ways of improving the performance of tuberculosis (and other infectious disease) surveillance systems could be:

- As an alternative to log-linear three-source capture–recapture analysis to estimate tuberculosis incidence, record-linkage (preferably web-based), between the two most relevant sources for tuberculosis surveillance, namely Notification and Laboratory registers, with both registers having a high positive predictive value, will improve timeliness of reporting, completeness of demographic, microbiological and epidemiological variables of the patients, and completeness of the number of patients and hence observed tuberculosis incidence.

- Treatment of all tuberculosis patients, including extrapulmonary cases, by a limited group of experienced specialist physicians, such as tuberculosis physicians, chest physicians or infectiologists, familiar with notification procedures, will improve completeness of notification.

- The introduction of pre-notification of positive laboratory test results for tuberculosis to the public health physicians responsible for processing the notifications from the local clinicians to the Health Care Inspectorate at the national level, with subsequent follow-up of unreported cases, as implemented in some regions of The Netherlands, will improve completeness of notification.

**CONCLUSION**

Tuberculosis under-notification in The Netherlands in 1998 is probably around 8% and possibly around 13.6%. This study demonstrates the need for assessment of tuberculosis registers for quality of the data and completeness, and the importance of record-linkage [22]. It underscores that ‘as for the results of all epidemiological investigations, the credibility of any capture–recapture estimate will be enhanced to the extent that the investigator may be able to confirm the accuracy of all information used, such as diagnosis, location of the case within the space–time interval analysed, and appropriate case matching, as with capture–recapture methods, errors are highly likely to have a more than additive effect on estimates’ [8, 36].
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